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 Users use Android-based applications for communicating through emailing, 

text messaging, and transmission of audio and video objects. The attackers 

manipulate the email, text, videos, or audio so that users' receipt of the 

messages causes malware through their handheld devices. A runtime routine 

is invoked, which causes damage to the local resources of the mobile phone. 

The manipulation of the messages is done using different signatures, making 

it difficult to recognize the same using a single approach. Multiple 

approaches are sometimes required to detect different signature-based 

incoming messages. Choosing a method that suits the signature of the 

incoming message is the key. Malware can also enter at the time of installing 

third-party apps, clicking on the links provided in the messages, installing 

and invoking the malware in the background. Many issues are involved in 

dealing with malware detecting, prevention, and curing. A comprehensive 

architecture is required to deal with every aspect of dealing malware. In this 

paper, a comprehensive architecture is presented that considers malware's 

issue, especially concerning malware affected through short message service 

(SMS) messages operated under the Android operating system. The disection 

of the SMS messages have been implemented and 99% accuracy has been 

achieved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Smartphones are being used for many purposes, including playing games, online information access, 

dealing with emails and messages, surfing the net, and making commercial transactions. The transactions 

carried by the users involve personal information stored in the address book and within short message service 

(SMS) messages, leading to many security concerns. Many smartphones are being released today and have 

become a target for attackers to distribute malware and perform malicious attacks. 80% of the smartphones 

are Android-based. 

Malware is a malicious code that can do different damages to the handheld devices, such as writing 

a message, stopping a running program, and modifying a file. Also, malware can be triggered periodically or 

lie dormant undetected until some event triggers the code to activate. The attacking systems are further 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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classified as Trojans, bots, viruses, backdoor, worms, and rootkits. Android is an operating system that runs 

on most smartphones. Android powers everything from 5G phones to stunning tablets. 

Android provides security in terms of permissions and priorities. Users have no idea of what 

happens when permissions are granted, and the priority of execution of the applications is fixed. Sometimes 

providing some permission may lead to access of the application by the malware software. The application 

developers have no access to these permissions, which is surely one of the security breaches existing exposed 

by the android operating system. These days users are spending 80% of the time doing messaging, due to 

which reason, the messaging applications have become the target of the attackers. Attackers manipulate the 

message by taking control of the message while they are in transmission to the messaging server situated at a 

far location. 

The attackers generally insert uniform resource locator (URL) links within the messages. When the 

users click on the link, it will lead to downloading the small programs and then installed and executed. The 

malware programs are made intelligent to find the complete operating environment and then find the critical 

operations that, when initiated, damage the mobile phone system. The SMS is built with malicious links or 

URLs which can easily connect to the website with that link. Attackers use a variety of physical and virtual 

means to spread malware that affects devices. Malicious programs can be delivered through a universal serial 

bus (USB)-based system or spread over the internet through downloads, which automatically download 

malicious programs to systems without the user's approval or knowledge.  

Sophisticated malware attacks often feature a command and control server that allows attackers to 

communicate with the infected systems, infiltrate data, and remotely control the compromised device. The 

practice in which an attacker sends emails purporting to be from reputable companies to induce individuals to 

reveal personal information is called phishing when a similar type of attack is done using SMS. It is known 

as smishing. In smishing, a message containing a computer address is distributed by the aggressor to the 

person in question to diverting the user to a website that collects the data about the users and creates a record 

having the data collected from the user. The data is then used for checking and deriving the most confidential 

information through brute force methods. Sometimes programs are downloaded as pop-up programs, and the 

same is executed as background processes when allowed by the users. Users are always hard-pressed, asking 

the users to enable the pop-ups to display the page they are looking at promptly. 

Sometimes, the users are prompted to subscribe to the site to better use the facility, collect important 

information about the registrations' names, and use the same for attacking. After registration is done, the 

users are displayed with websites provided with the contact information that the user can use to either send an 

email or make a call. The attacker collects details in authentication and then uses it to log in to different sites, 

especially to the sites related to financial and e-commerce transactions. The malicious websites lure the users 

in discounts, promotional codes, subscriptions, and coupons for getting discounting. 

There are many such ways of attacking mobile applications, as annunciated in the literature. There is 

a continuous requirement to monitor ongoing applications' behavior and find if any malware is operating and 

mitigating the same if it exists. They're all also continuous requirements to find if any malware is incoming. 

If found, appropriate actions are to be taken. Malware can be injected through emails, web pages, SMS 

messages, and other communication means. Many methods have also been proposed in the literature for 

detecting malware entering through different processes. Many working situations lead to malware, and a 

different method needs to be considered for detecting and mitigating malware.  

Malware is caused through different mechanisms especially inflicted through SMS messages. The 

signature of the Messages that cause the malware varies greatly. A single method cannot identify all the 

signatures of the SMS messages that inflict the malware. Malware is triggered through emails, web surfing, 

and when third-party APPS are installed. A comprehensive malware management model is required that 

caters to all types of SMS signatures, methods through which the malware is inflicted, how malware is 

mitigated, and how counteractions are taken when incidences of the malware are traced. 

A comprehensive architecture has to be investigated and implemented as another APP that catches 

hold of every message by negotiating with the Android operating system, inspecting the same for the 

existence of the malware, and mitigating the same if available. The detection is to be done by subjecting the 

incoming message to different machine learning models since no single model will recognize the different 

signatures of the images that indicate the malware presence. If malware is not traced, then the message is 

released back. 

 

 

2. RELATED WORK 

Belaoued et al. [1] have proposed detecting the malware based on detecting the program file headers 

as there will be a change in the headers when code changes occur. They have used a hybrid filter wrapper to 

extract the characteristics/features that are most relevant and match the characteristics of the data. The 
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polymorphic and metamorphic techniques are mostly based on pattern matching. Each variant is focused on 

making changes to the code using a different pattern, as presented by Bruschi et al. [2]. Ramu [3] have 

presented a survey on how mobile malware has been evolved and how the malware is detected, and how the 

mobile system is protected when attacking is done using malware.  

Ham and Choi [4] have proposed a new feature set and used the same to detect malware by inputting 

the feature set to machine learning classifiers. The malware application also hides any acknowledgments 

transmitted by the telecom operator. Thus, the malware application can cause a series of malicious 

transactions affecting the users who operate using the messages. Hamandi et al. [5] have demonstrated the 

working of such an application. Aung and Zaw [6] have proposed a framework to detect malware within the 

apps. The framework is based on machine learning-based malware detection. The system is built based on the 

apps' permissions and the events generated by those applications. 

Qu and Hughes [7] have presented that aggregating many signatures and using the same to detect the 

malware will be quite helpful, especially in reducing the signature database. Blokhin et al. [8] have presented 

a code-sharing analysis method that focuses on partitioning the malware call logs into system call 

subsequence by identifying the logs' locations where the set of saved instruction pointers on the program call 

stack changes significantly.  

Shaerpour et al. [9] have surveyed different techniques prosed in the literature for detecting 

malware. The techniques surveyed include malware detection using host-based frameworks, static analysis of 

executable, feature analysis, and behavioral patterns. Park et al. [10] have presented a method that focuses on 

finding the applications' similarity with the existing malware that runs the Android platform.  

Yoon et al. [11] have analyzed financial transactions caused using SMS, and the users start attacking 

using the SMS data. Hamandi et al. [12] have presented different kinds of attacks on Android's messaging 

framework. Wang et al. [13] have proposed a method called Droid Chain to fight against malware variants 

and zero-day malware. To counter the system-call injection method, Naval et al. [14] have proposed a 

method that characterizes program semantics using asymptotic equipartition. 

Zhang and Jin [15] proposed an enhanced malware detection method that combines both static 

analysis and ensemble techniques to improve malware detection accuracy. S. Chen et al. [16] have proposed 

a framework called StroDroid built with streamlined machine learning caused by enhanced features observed 

through a large data set collection.  

Demontis et al. [17] proposed “Drebin,” a malware detector that implements corresponding evasion 

attacks. The detector is developed using a simple, scalable learning paradigm that mitigates the impact of 

evasion attacks. The method slightly worsens the detection rate in the absence of the attack. Cerbo et al. [18] 

have presented a methodology for carrying forensics analysis to detect malicious malware-based 

applications. 

Grisham et al. [19] have used recurrent neural networks to identify the infected attachments and then 

carry the social network analysis for finding the key hackers disseminating from mobile devices.  

Amro [20] have analyzed different malware detection techniques that suit mobile operating systems like 

Android and iOS. Azar et al. [21] have presented a method, "analytics," that focuses on extracting static 

features of any binary file to distinguish malware. Arif et al. [22] have presented the way malware can enter 

using audio exploitation. Classification of audio files will help in developing a database required to detect 

malware entering through audios. 

Arif et al. [22] have adopted a method that helps to analyze the audios and determine the static and 

dynamic characteristic of the audios, which are then used to find the system calls and permissions required 

for audio exploitation and the calls are applied on to different audio systems to the extent that damaging can 

be carried on different audios. Utku et al. [23] have developed a decision tree-based system using C4.5 and 

Hoeffding tree for detecting the malware coming into the mobile phones that operate on the Android 

operating system. 

Iqbal and Zulkernine [24] dealt with real-time monitoring of the devices as Android allows low-

level information to any apps introduced by third-party service providers. They have presented a real-time 

monitoring and detection technique called SpyDroid, which employs multiple detectors developed by third 

parties to detect the malware and allows for continuous monitoring of the devices in real-time. A number of 

contributions have been made to secure data while in a cloud and out of cloud which is not coupled with 

sprawling malware [25]-[32]. Panda and Tripathy [33] have presented a morphological malware detection 

method where malware signatures keep changing from time to time. A neural network-based learning method 

has been presented, which are connected with malware detection and prevention [34]-[38].  

Many methods are used for detecting the malware. The methods used are increasing day after day. 

No scientific mechanism exists that can be used to classify the class to which the SMS message belongs 

which is the most important consideration that must be affected before even learning the machine learning 

method that should be used to detect the malware. 
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3. FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS OF A MALWARE DETECTION, PREVENTION AND 

MITIGATION SYSTEM 

A comprehensive approach to handle malware is to recognize all aspects in total and come out with 

a requirement list with detailed specification so that same can be considered to build into an architecture that 

that include all the components, the interaction between the components, the implementation of which can be 

done any platform. The following requirements have been identified through a detailed review of the 

literature and discussions with policemen who work in crime identification and eradication.  
 

3.1.  Requirement-1 

Many malware detection methods focus on checking the code and the file structure used to store the 

binary in the file. Some malware detection technique focuses on learning the incoming messages through 

different machine learning techniques such as decision tree and neural networks. Some methods focus on 

feature extraction and similarity checking. These methods work perfectly in some contexts. As the contexts 

change, the methods become effective. A framework that caters to possible methods that can be used for 

detecting malware is required.  
 

3.2.  Requirement-2 

Thus, there should be a continuous monitoring system that detects the existing malware and then 

quarantines the apps found to be malware while keeping checking instream mechanisms that can produce 

malware through SMS messages and other means. Thus, a mechanism is required that keeps monitoring the 

malware's existence continuously. There should be a method that keeps detecting the incoming messages to 

find any malware in them. Probability-based models are more realistic when it comes to continuous 

information coming through SMS messages. 
 

3.3.  Requirement-3 

In mobile computing, the field's ability to analyze malware with good precession and recognition is 

necessary. There is a need to generalize malware within a specific malware family, such as the  

zero-day-attack family. It must be ensured that the malware detection system, when placed within  

mobile-based systems, should not consume too many computing resources. 
 

3.4.  Requirement-4 

There is a need to consider all possible attacks and determine their counter-attacking system. The 

attacks through SMS messages can be classified based on the cause of failure, power consumption, 

information leakage, and financial charging. The attacking when it comes to financial charge is done through 

Vulnerability attack when mobile-based Micropayments are undertaken, payment rate service attack caused 

by the transmission of messages from behind without the user's notice, the transmission of large SMS messages, 

and through distributed denial-of-service (DdoS) attack. The attacks on mobile phones can be classified as 

hardware-based, vulnerabilities exposed by communication protocols, software-centric, which includes 

communication channels (short message service (SMS) and multimedia messaging service (MMS)), browsers, 

and the other category are the attacks that exploit through the user layer that include social engineering.  
 

3.5.  Requirement-5 

Many malware detecting systems are in use which must be considered to enforce the same in the 

situations that need a specific detection method. Many techniques are in use for detecting. The authors have 

presented techniques to detect malware through static function call analysis, detections through signature, 

software-based attestation, and anomaly detection. They have also explained how mobile operating systems' 

protection could be achieved through isolation, hardened kernels, secure default settings, and software 

attestation for 3rd party apps. 
 

3.6.  Requirement-6 

There is a need to consider the relationship between the artifacts of malware and non-malware 

programs. Many authors have proposed several approaches that focus on finding the relationship between 

malware programs related to artifacts and non-malware program-related artifacts and then establishing the 

relationship between the programs. Using the relationships, the programs that are affected due to malware 

can be reverse-engineered, and the malware removed instead of quarantining the affected program 
 

3.7.  Requirement-7 

The dynamic behavior of operating systems, especially the Android operating system, needs to be 

considered. Many authors are cautiously working to detecting the existence of the malware while at the same, 

the attackers are inventing to find the anti-detection features making it complicated to find the existence of 

the malware.  
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3.8.  Requirement-8 

There is a need to collect information related to different malware in terms of its characteristics, 

features, and the pattern of occurrence, and store the same in a database. Hacker forums will help greatly in 

this regard to make available data/information about different malware. This database must be large enough 

that the example set will be large enough to properly predict a message to be malware if it is fitting into one 

of the formats or patterns of the messages stored in the database. It will be more advantageous to link a 

message stored in the database linked with the model used to classify the message. 
 

3.9.  Requirement-9 

Machine learning (ML) techniques are being employed to understand the attacking approaches 

employed through malware. The ML techniques are being proved to be statistically sound for malware 

detection. Over time, the machine learning algorithms' ability to accurately detect malware's existence has 

been questioned due to the existence of too much vulnerability within the learning models that can be 

exploited by malware so that detection of the same is avoided.  
 

3.10.  Requirement-10 

To take into account the techniques that cause code obfuscation. Anti-virus software is developed 

using signature detection techniques and is highly efficient when the malware and the signature that it creates 

are known quite ahead. The Antivirus software is not quite useful when the virus is not known quite ahead of 

its occurrence. Any new malware mainly focuses on changes, the sequence of execution of the code, registry 

renaming, replacing the instructions with equivalent instructions, reordering the instructions, and inserting 

code that collects the garbage collection.  

The techniques used to make this kind of change are called code obfuscation. The kind of changes 

considered by each of the malware differs a lot and therefore is quite complicated to find the same. This kind 

of malware is called metamorphic malware, which focuses on making changes to the code, thus making the 

system work in unexpected terms. 
 

3.11.  Requirement-11 

To exploit the communication features supported by the Android operating system so that handle on 

the incoming messages can be gained before the messages are transmitted to the respective applications. A 

broadcast receiver built into the operating system is a process that receives the messages and makes available 

the messages to the applications. Applications declare statically or dynamically their interest in receiving a 

certain type of information, and accordingly, the operating system (OS) will try to deliver the requested data 

when available.  
 

3.12.  Requirement-12 

To exploit the buffers and logs maintained by the OS. Android has a special logging system through 

which the OS stores the logs in several circular buffers (for radio, events, and main). Developers can benefit 

from these buffers to get information from the system and debug their apps. For that purpose, a special 

command can be used in the ADB tool to extract data from the targeted buffer 
 

3.13.  Requirement-13 

To study the behavior of existing malware systems. The malware application is designed to 

operate/behave like a regular application. It uses basic permissions required to send and receive short 

messages, process the messages, and extract sensitive information contained in those messages.  
 

3.14.  Requirement-14 

The use of system resources must be continuously monitored. An app's behavior can be checked to 

find malware by monitoring the use of system resources, including power, memory, network, central 

processing unit (CPU), and based on information related to system calls, log information, and analysis of 

events are logged in Android-based systems. Frequent usage of the resource by the Applications holding on 

to the same for longer periods of time is clear indication of spurious processing taking place malware. 

Frequent Analysis of OS log laso will help indetetcing the malware that tend to overuse the resources. 
 

3.15.  Requirement-15 

This is a need to continuously monitor the apps' behavior that is already installed and is running. 

Malware could enter into a system one way or another, making it necessary to continuously check if any 

malware entered into the system so that the malware app can be deleted. Frequesnt checking of the apps 

running under Android operating system is required to detetct the existence of the malware. There should be 

a system of querenting such malware after suspending the same from running.  
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3.16.  Requirement-16 

There is a need to implement the message dissecting system. The android system shall handover the 

received message to the App having the highest preference. The message is received by the highest preferred 

app using its communication interface, which is then dissected and classified into different applications.  The 

app resposnibel for receiving and dissecting the message based on the type of application that initiated the 

message is registered with highest priority so that messgge is taken as input by the app that is responsible for 

dissecting the messages. 
 

 

4. METHODS-ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN–MALWARE DETECTION, PREVENTION, AND 

MITIGATION 

All the requirements mentioned above have to be modeled, and overall architecture containing the 

required software components must be developed. Figure 1 shows the top-level of malware identification, 

prevention, and mitigation systems. Two aspects of starting with must be modeled: continuous monitoring, 

code detection, and curing using different kinds of methods that include searching for a malware existence 

through either pattern-based detection or feature extraction and testing. Continuous monitoring is also 

required through analyzing the logs of the operating system. The users install many Apps from time to time, 

and any APP can initiate malware. In the future, if any of the monitoring methods are invented, the same 

must also be included in the monitoring model. 
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Figure 1. Top layer of comprehensive malware management architecture 
 
 

The second aspect is to continuously inspect the incoming messages, carry the behavioral analysis, 

and classify the images into one category: social engineering app, web Surfing, emails, SMS, and other types 

of applications. Each class of the messages is further dissected based on the method to figure out the 

existence of the malware. This aspect of determining the method required is quite challenging. More than 12 

methods have been proposed in the literature based on machine learning techniques. The speed of processing 

the incoming messages is the most important issue to be considered. The user will get stuck and get frustrated 

if the handheld device is mostly doing the backend processing to detect malware. The speed of processing is 

the most important criterion. 

In the second layer of the architecture, the detectors of a particular type shown in layer-1 analyses 

the incoming message and learns the best model that must be used to detect the malware based on the 

message patterns, signatures, feature-based. The feature-based message detection is further analyzed to find 

the ML method that would be more suitable for detecting the malware occurrence. The models are learned 

based on example sets that are either universally or creating some examples based on the experts' experience. 

The models must be learned first before the same is used to detect SMS messages' existence. Figure 2 shows 

the components that act in the second layer of the comprehensive architecture. From Figure 2, it can be seen 

that SMS dissectors are required that classify the SMS messages into classes such as pattern-based detection, 

ML based detection and signature-based detection. The SMS message after having calssifed into a group, 

then will be analysed to find a suitable machine learnng method that is quite suitable for detecting the 

malware. 
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Figure 2. Second layer in the comprehensive architecture 

 

 

The overall architecture that can be used for detecting, preventing amd mitigating the malware is 

shown in Figure 3. One segment of this architecture is related to learning different ML models using the 

example set. The learning models considered in the architecture include regression, numeral networks based, 

Bye’s theory-based, decision three based, and genetic-based models. In the future, more learning models can 

be introduced. 
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Figure 3. Overall comprehensive architectures for mitigating SMS based malware 

 

 

Once the models are learned, the incoming SMS messages are parsed and analyzed to find the kind 

of learning model that is more suitable for detecting malware. The selected ML model then releases a 

notification indicting the malware's existence. Otherwise, the SMS decision module of the architecture adds 

the message to the example set if there is malware and sends out a notification to the user that there is 

malware in the message received. The decision module will broadcast the message if there is no malware in 
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the SMS message. The Android operating systems will then handover the messages to the next app waiting in 

the queue as per the priorities. 

The third segment of the architecture is detecting the malware while the App is installed. The Install 

checker will verify the app before installing the same; the decision-maker component deleted the app if 

notified by the install checker of the malware's existence in the app. Different methods that check the code is 

deployed to find the existence of the malware. Some of these methods look at the headers in the file structure 

of the binary programs. 

 

 

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Several SMS malwares examples have been downloaded and database is created which are clearly 

mapped with the class to which the SMS message belongs, and the method used for detecting the malware. 

Some of the examples used are shown in the Table 1. Some test examples are taken and dseection of the 

same is done to recognize the class of the SMS message and the method that should be used to detect the 

malware as against the actual method used for detecting the malware. About 99% accuracy has been 

achieved. The Test examples that have been tested are shown in Table 2. 

 

 

Table 1. Malware included SMS messages – example set 
Serial 

Number 
SMS Messagge Class Method is used 

1 Hello this is my Bank Account number and the Audhar Card 
Number 

ML Based 
Detection 

Bayers Leraning 
Classifiers 

2 Please click in the URL to know lattest information ML Based 

Detection 

Decision Tree Model 

3 Down Laod the APP using the link and register to claim your gift ML Based 

Detection 

NN Model 

4 Please install malware software or else your disk will be crashed ML Based 
Detection 

Genetic Algorithms 

5 You have got a gift 12,00,000, claim the same ML Based 

Detection 

Regression models 

 

 

Table 2. Disecting the SMS messages into class and method 
Serial 

Number 
SMS Messagge 

Actual Class and Method Predicated Class and Method 
Class Method is used Class Method is used 

1 Please send Bank Account number and 

the Audhar Card Immediately 

ML Based 

Detection 

Bayers Leraning 

Classifiers 

ML Based 

Detetcion 

Bayers Leraning 

Classifiers 

2 You have interesting information @ 
URL. Please Click. 

ML Based 
Detection 

Decision Tree 
Model 

ML Based 
Detection 

Decision Tree 
Model 

3 You need to register at APP for gaining 

your Gift 

ML Based 

Detection 

NN Model ML Based 

Detection 

NN Model 

4 Please register XYZ software for free 

and enjoy. Good videos and Images 

ML Based 

Detection 

Genetic 

Algorithms 

ML Based 

Detection 

Genetic 

Algorithms 
5 You have got a gift 120,00,000, claim 

the same 

ML Based 

Detection 

Regression 

models 

ML Based 

Detection 

Regression 

models 

 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

Many roots exist for the malware occurrence with mobile systems that operate under the android 

operating system. One needs to plug all the holes to protect a Mobile based system from attacking. A 

comprehensive architecture is required to consider every root and mitigate the malware entering, deleting the 

malware that has been infringed into the system. In the architecture presented in this paper, malware entering 

through messaging initiated through different apps, malware detection at the time of installation of App, and 

eliminating the malware that infringed into the system through other means have been included. The method 

presented is comprehensive since every aspect of malware monitoring, prevention, detection, and elimination 

has been included in the architecture. The testing examples have been disected to map to the class and the 

method that should be used for detecting the malwre. 99% accuracy of dissection has been achived. Further 

research is in proress to learn the model and then move forowrd for predicting the existence of malware. 
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